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URANIUM DEPOSITS OF ALONA BAY 

MONTREAL RIVER-AGAWA AREAS

Summary and Conclusion;

1. Recent work on the Ranvick Minea limited property
suggest the possibility of a producer of (according 
to company literature) 200 tons per *ay.

2. The Labine-McCarthy property aided by tns new
uranium price and the solving of their fault problem 
could become a small high grade producer.

3. a year's prospecting and geological study hare shown 
a definite structural relation between the diabase 
dykes and possible ore bailes, which while it some-what 
limits the extent of the probable producing area, 
suggests that many prospects in the Montreal River- 
Agawa Area deserve much more intensive prospecting.

4. The increase in the Uranium price is of special
benefit to the area because the average assays over 
mineable widths is about .25* U308 which commands a 
price of |6.00 per Ib. U308 as against J2.75 per Ib. 
U308 previously paid.

5. The price is based on a 10* Concentrate of U308 F.O.B.
railway and therefore transportation of concentrates from this 
area should be a very small fraction of similar costs in the known 
Uranium bearing area* of Lake Athabaska, Black Lake and 
Great Bear Lake all in the Northwest Territories, and 
operatingoosts should be much lower.
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During the field season of 1949, I axamined most 
of the promising Uranium properties in this area 
including The Camray, Murmac. Falconbridge, Dicken- 
Bon, Canagua, Roche, Ransom (now Ranwick), 
McCarthy and Franz group.

Com ray Mines Ltd*

In the early reason prospecting activity centered 
around the Camvay at Mie 75 Soo-Montreal Rivery 
Highway, where a shaft was sunk to the 125 ft,, level 
and about 400' of drifting was carried out in the 
favourable zone. This drifting disclosed a few 
very short shoots of uranium bearing mterial, the 
best one being 60 ft. long 3 ft. wide averaging 
about .25/6 U308. Another find was amde along a 
dyke 800' Vest of the Soo-Montreal River Highway and 
exposed by surface trenching for 200 ft. This was 
undercut and sampled by the driving of a short adit. 
A 30 ft. length of this material might be considered 
ore. No ore bodies of sufficient size or grade 
were discovered to warrant furtliar work, so underground 
work was stopped last fall.

i-Iurmac Athabaska Mines Ltd*

Just east of Mile ?8 on the Soo-Montreal River 
Highway Murmac /Uhabaska Mines Limited opened up 
by trenching a shear zone about 750 ft. long on 
the south contact of a wi*i e E.W. diabase dyke. Thfa 
shear consisted of narrow hematite stringers in a 
brecciated zone from 10" to l ft. wide with occasional 
small scale-like patches of uranianite along the walls.

This zone was diamond drilled giving negative 
resXilts.

In the late fall they uncovered another zone 
for 55 ft. long where it then dipped under the 
muskeg. This zone was a quartz-calcite vein 
system 2" to 6" wide plentifully impregnated with 
carnotite and gummite.

Nothing of commercial grade has as yet been 
opened up on this property.

falconbridge. Dlckenson. Canagua. Roche and Ransom.

These properties extend in ord^r in a south 
easterly direction from Lake Superior one mile 
llorth of the mouth of the Montreal River Power house 
to a bend in the Montreal River 2i miles east.
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Though these propertied run four main diabase 
dykes striking approximately S. 60 E.

The two most promising dykes are the Ransom 
Dyke extending through the Falconbridge, Canagua and 
Ransom properties, and '/he Canagua dyke extending through 
the Dickenson, Canagua and Ransom pitperties.

During the summer these dykes were carefully 
geiger countered and fairly high readings obtained 
along both north and south contacts.

About two dozen places were stripped and rock 
trenched.

When examined in September, while no trench 
showed sufficient width end length of pitchblende 
bearing material to make an ore body, al] trenches 
were very i .dio active and several snowed narrow streaks 
from 1/8" to 1/4" wide of Uranianite in hematite filled 
shears.

The two most promising occurrences were on the 
Canagua and Ransom properties.

Canagua.

The Canagua shov/ing consisted of a stripping ' 
across the dyke "T about 30 ft. and extending 150 ft. 
long. The north contact was rock trenched for t he whole 
length and showed a shattered zone about l ft. wide and 
another similar l .~t. parallel zone 25 ft. further south 
in the dyke. Botl. zones were plentifully sprinkled with 
minute hematite filled cracks giving high geiger readings 
and showing occasional short stringers of pitchblende 
from 1/16" to 1/4" wide.

This section if sufficiently high grade appears 
to be a zone that might be mineable.

Nothing of commercial value found to date. 

Ranwick i lines Ltd.

The main Ranwick showing consisted of two fractals 
across a 200 ft. wide diabase dyke.

These fractures about 20' apart on surface 
dipped towards one another at approximately 60 and 45 
and as they were not quite parallel formed in plan a wedge 
extending into the diabase for about 60' the two fracture 
faces meeting about 15* belovr the surface.



The whole intervening area was intensely fractured 
and filled with soft red hematite stringers and patches 
of yellow carnotite and gummite. Some fine specimens of 
pitchblende up to l" thick were cobbed out of here.

In the l"te fall, after the discovery of the 
McCarthy showing l mile southeast of the Hansom, Roy 
Ransom comoined his smell group with the Warwick group, 
adjoining on the east and optioned the new property to 
the Coniarum Mines ^imited, who immediately formed -he 
Ranwick Company to develop the property.

They built semi-permanent camps, brought in a 
bulldozer and stripped the promising area near the main 
showing described above.

In this stripping they disclosed a zone 
N.W. of the original showing which was 8 1 *o 10* wide 
and 30' long. In this zone were 3 parallel hematite 
stringer zone a 2", 6n and 4" wide from which a great deal 
of pure pitchblende was b cobbed. This zone was bulk 
sampled anr" 2^ tons shipped to the Bureau of Mines 
Testing Lab.

The results obtained were:-

1. The ore contained recoverable quantities of 
Uranium as Pitchblende.

2. It can readily be concentrated by gravity 
methods.

3. V.'hen free from surface oxidation gives an
BO?J recovery of a product -unning 18. 2# U308.

Chip samples in a cross trench 52' long near 
the original showing gave 0,/,'of 5.95# U308, 5' of 3.6# 
U308 and 5' of 0.59 U308 with intervening areas of 
barren material, suggesting selective mining rather than 
a large low grade mine.

On January 9th they started an adit into the 
hill side from near the original or Creek showing to 
drift along the contact and undercut the area where the 
bulk sample was taken.

This adit has advanced 230' and in the last 30' 
has shown ore of commercial grade with 570' to go before 
getting under the main high grade section. In the 
total length of the adit except for the first 40* Geiger
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readings are high enough to suppose that 190* may ba ore 
or near ore grade material.

Labine-HcCarthy Urariuin Mines Ltd.

On September 15th Roy McCarthy made a uranium 
discovery on his property about l miles S. E. of the 
Ranwick property on what appears to be a continuation 
of ths Ranwick Diabase dyke.

The McCarthy find is a fracture zone about 6" 
to 2* wide approximately parallel to and near the south 
contact of the diabase .

This zone is partially filled by calcite and 
many small hematite filled fractures.

Some fine specimens of pitchblende were obtained 
over a length cf 50* and sufficiently high geiger readings 
to suppose the ore zone would continue at least another 
50'.

From here to a north-south cross-fault 100 ' 
east is an area of heavy overburden.

In November McCarthy optioned 2k claims to 
Charles Labine and Associates for ^20,000.00 and 21*0,000 
shares of stock in a company to be formed to develop 
the property.

The new Labine-McOarthy Company was formed in the 
early winter. A 3 mile road wisbuilt from Mile 76 on 
the Soo-Kontreal River Road to the property.

A permanent camp is now under construction and 
the first 100' of the original showing has been deep 
drenched with a bulldozer.

Franc Joubin reports that the first 100' 
probably be of ore grade and the second 100' can not be 
tested except by an adit from the side hill which the 
company intends to drive as soon as weather permits the 
bringing in of necessary equipment.

Other Properties.

Other properties which nave the same structural 
characteristics as the Panwick and McCarthy-Lab ine prop 
erties arethe Canagua, Roche, Dickenson and Falconbridge 
on the same line of strike and on the same structurally 
favourable diabase dikes ao the Ranwick. As well as
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these athere are "Ottawa Associates" situated Just north of the 
Agava Hirer have a shear tone 600' long on h diabase dyke contact, 
diabase striking S. 60O E. Preliminary prospecting shows a Tein 
6" wide exposedfor 30' running 0,22* U308, with picked samples 
running 6.5* U308, and the whole 600* giving better than 
average Geiger readings.

The Franz property on Agawa Point has a shear zone of 
about 600* long from2' to 6' wide which gives better 
than average readings, and where surface pitted in one 
place save assays of from .3 to .8 U308, besides fair 
specimens of good pitchblende.

Jalore Mining Company

Jalore property situated at Mile 103 A.C.R. consists 
of a 2' fracture zone angling across a diabase dyke about 200* wide.

This property has been systematically trenched, drilled 
and sampled.

Information available suggests that as all fractures 
extending outside the dyke are not uranium bearing. 
The rair,-*ble length is limited to the width of the dyke and 
therefore could hardly be of economic importance.

Conclusion;

1. At A meeting at the Uranium Panel in Toronto on March 
7, 1950, the predominence of Geological opinion was that 
the most promising uranium deposits of the Montreal River 
area were structurally associated with those diabase dykes 
which vere approximately at right angles to the major 
north-south faults. While this decreases the size of the 
XMBXk fxixtxx area where finds could expect to be made it 
ijres a definite key to future prospecting and suggests 
that r an j properties which so far have had just general 
prospecting deserve much more intensive work.

2. The Ranv.ick property appears to be an exceptionally 
good prospect with a good chance of becoming a producer.

3. The Labine-McCarthy property, has a good but short 
high grade shoot and if fault conditions are solved and 
other bets on the property examined it could become a small 
high grade producer.

4. Other properties presently known to have favourable 
geological and structural conditions and upon which some 
uranium has been found are: Canagua, Dickenson, Roche, 
falconbridge, "Ottawa Associates" and Franz.

The
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5. The new uranium price suggests that the bulk o-f the ore 
in the area running approximately 0.254 U308 will command 
a price of 46.00 per Ib. U308 as against 42.75 per Ib. U308 
in a lOJt Concentrate.

6. Transportation and operational costs should be just a 
fraction of the costs of othir knovn uranium camps in the 
Northwest Territories.

7. The increased price is bringing in to the camp much 
more money for prospecting and development. For example: 
The Hennessy group hare received 4100,000.00 for property 
payment and general prospecting. This group of 100 claims 
ia situated 2 miles northeast of the Ranwick property and 
has had little prospecting to date.

New Mining companies are being formed on re-grouped claims 
in the favourable areas i.e. The Damascus Mines Ltd., 
situated between the Ranwik and Labine-McCarth. properties.
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Report on an examination trip of the outstanding Uranium 
prospects of thn Alona Bay -Montreal River area:-

On July 22 to July 25 W.K.Morrison and wynelf made a tour 
of inspection of the better known occurrences of Uranium on the 
Camray, Can agan, Roche, Ransom and Murmac properties.

V.'e arrived at the Canray property on thfl rnor.iin/; of 
July 23rd just after they had taken out the firrt round from the 
foot wall of the diabase contact (along which the main zone 
occurs). This round and therext. round (which we did not see but 
got a report on) disclosed a series of branching stringers extending 
from the diabase contact into the granite and joining a crack which 
rou/rMy parallelled the diabase contact.

These stringsj-s were from \ n to 2" wide and extended to aboAt 
5' *n thi- granite wall and were filled with massive pitchblende, 
with the intervening granite showing much yellow oxide along all 
the minor cracVs and shears.

This occurrence is about 100' R. of tho original Lake shore 
discovery and 150' west of secoru) original outcrop, which appears 
now to be an extension of the newly found series of veinlcte.

Tho reason fro the fracturing in the granite at this point 
deems to be a local roll in the diabase wall and this condition 
could continue drwn th" dip for some distance and could readily 
re-occur along thp strike of this contact. Enclosed find sketch 
showing in plan ant! section roughly what this showing looked like.

This appears to be the best showing disclosed on the Camray 
to date and strengthens the possibility of obtaining a series of 
small high grade ninable nhoots alor-, this wall.

When we wore there the shaft crew had cobbed out about 200* 
of material that I would judge would run 30,b U30# and arc reported 
to'ihave cobbed out k similar bars from this and the succeeding 
round.

We next drove to the Roche camp. From this point Gordon 
Sweezy took us north about 300' to their first trench along the 
north wall of a fractured diabase. This diabase appeared to 
strike about .S.E. from this location.
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The occurrence here consisted of minute cracks in a small 
shattered section of the? dyke t in one of theoe fractures we found 

pitchblende about 1/16" wide and 2" long, but the vhole pit for 

about 10* by 3' gave very high geiger read in50 particularly in 
the sections whore the fracture faces were covered with a fine 
muddy hematite coating.

Fro.n thin pit we walked in a general 3.K. direction and 
encountered about a dozen trenches along the diabase over a 

distance of about i mile. Koat disclosures were similar to the 
original trench. In one stripping extending for 15'*' along the 

dyke ;he shattered area about l* wide appeared to be all along 

the north wall while another shattered area of about similar width 
and 25' farther south in tho centre of the dyke and running 
parallell to the walls was plentifully sprinkled with minute 
hematite-f3 lied cracks giving very high geiger readings and showing 
a few very small stringers of pitchblende from 1/16" to i" wide 

for a few inc'ica in length.

This was the only section exposed along this dyko whicU 

appeared to be at.ructually favourable for mining operations.

Of course il must be remembered that thu oit. cropn visited wore 
all located in an area of considerable overburden and the spots 

seen had all bee-, picked up by high geiger readings, followed b^ 
considerable stripping and Bone rock trenching.

This is ';he dyke which extends from the Lake Superior shore 

trough the falconbridge, Darniac, Canagau (Roche) r*nd Ransom groups 
and has shown similar hot spoto along its whole ex^m-d lngth of 
 bout li miles.

We next followed the power line west to the trail to the 
main Canagau, Ransom showing.

We met ilr.IJuffield of the Ontario geological survey on the 
way md as It was getting late he suggested wo go to the main 

show which he considered to be the best in this section of the 
camp and probably rated next to Camray.

This diclosure IB about i mile south of previously described 

showingfl and rour-hly parallell to them.

l
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It consists of two cross fractures acroso a wide*diabase ' 
dyke (Probably)about 200' wide). Thesb fractures about 20' apart 
on surface dip towards one anoth*? at approxiamately 6CO and 45O 
and as they are not quite parallel, form in plan, u triangular 
wedge extending into th** diabase for about 60': tho two fractures 
faces meeting at, about 15' below surface on thenorth contact of 
the diabase and coming to nurfacc 60' farther south.

This width has evidently been intr/noely fractured and fracture 
planes were coated from l7;6n to abou'w l" with soft red hematite 
and patches of yellow carnotite up to i" thick. Cone fine 
specimens of pit ci] blend e up to l" thick still adhered to the walls.

The *.hole fracture .-.one had been trenched out and the oaterial 
cobbed for pitch.

While this wan a very spectacular showing it would hardly 
lend itself to nininp, as it, - (ould be very difficult to decid" if 
or where such a condition would Again occur in the parent dyke.

From the description we obtained evedently thin c yke'which 
extends on to Great Lak^s Povr ground has alone its contact and 
in cross shears "any amull fractures carrying pitchblende, but the 
trench we examined is supposed to be the bent of tho lot.

The following day in a heavy rain storm we examined the 
principal showing of the Murraac linen one mile north east o/ 
Camray ground.

On the Kurntac ground they traced h d iabase dyke running 
approximately K. and W. for a couple of hundred feet west of ths 
road to the road which runs along a main fault striking approximately 
N.E. On the enst side oj tho road about 200* N. they again picked 
up the dyke where here it showed considerable fracturing along its 
south wall (with cubsidi^ry fracturing branching off into the 
diabase In a fow places).

Thin Is evidently a tension crack along the south diabase contact 
from the nain fault zone.

They have investigated this fracturing with deep trenches 
through the overburden and considerable amount of rock trenching.



The brecciated zone appears to average from 10" to l ft, wide, 
is plentifully seamed with fine hematite cracks, shown considerable 
yellow uranium oxidization with a fovr plans of pitchblende.

The fracture lo exposed by trenching for 750' and Itlooks 
as if (from preliminary aamplinr} that 300' of this would arnke an 
oro shoot.

This appeared to both of us to be the second Lest chnnco of 
making a mine in the camp, with Camray being the best possibility.

Respectfully submitted,

G.S.G. 

Field Superintendent.

n
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REPORT ON A FLIGHT OVER THE ALONA BAY, AGAWA, 
AND MONTREAL RIVER URANIUM AREAS USING A NEW 

AIRBORN DETECTOR OWNER BY SHERRITT GORDON MINES AND ASSOCIATES.

On may 28th at 11,45 A.M. Sco Watkinson and myself 
accompanied the Sherritt Gordon party on a two and a half 
hour survey trip over the above named areas.

The Sherritt Gordon party cpnsisted of E.J. Wendeborn 
Geologist and navigator, George Mclaughlin, (Designer of the 
instrument) who acted as operator and technician aid Ernie Taylor Pilot.

The detector worked on the principle of a continuous 
tape recording Scintillometer mounted in an Anson Aircraft.

When the desired areas were reached several runs were 
made over the area from an altitude of 250' over the surrounding 
terrain.

The haight of the readings on the continuous chart 
gave the intensity of radio-activity over that particularpoint 
and a series of continuing peaks gave the length of the radio 
active outcrop.

The properties tested and results obtained are 
listed below:-

Algoma Ore Properties 
Point aux Mines property -

Negative Results. 

Aloija Bay Property

Negative Results. 

Camay Mines Ltd.

One peak about i height of scale - no appreciable 
length

Falconbridfte Property

Two or three peaks about k height of scale - very 
short lengths.

Dickenson Property

About same as Falconbridge. 

Roche Property

Two or three peaks about3X8 height of scale.
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Canagua Property

Two or three peaks about i height of scale. 

.Ranwick Property

Short length of continuous readings about 5/fi height 
of scale.

Labine-McCarthy Property

Continuous readings much shorter distance but 
about same scale as Ranwick.

?ranz Property

Three sets of continuous readings all longer than 
Ranwick. '*he two outside sets at about 5/tJ height of 
scale and the centre set continuously strong at 3A height 
of scale.

Respectfully submitted, 

ALGOMA ORE PROPERTIES LIMITED.

George S.Gilbert. 
Field Superintendent.
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RANWICK URANIUM MINES LIMITED.

SUMMARY REPORT OF PROGRliS9 
January to March. 1950
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Subsequent to my report of January 9th, 1950, work on the 
property has consisted of preparations for starting a drive by

jrl r Taid to test the downward continuation of the pitchblende
mineralization developed on surface and to explore parts of the 
diabase dyke covered by overburden. Under these conditions 
there has been no possibility of new pre discoveries or further 

information on those already known. The present report gives some 
of the latter results on mill tes'-s at the Bureau of Mines at 
Ottawa and summaries the preparations for underground work 
on the property.

Sampling result*.

Most of the results of the sampling carried out before the 
heavy snow, was given in the Special Report dated January 9th. There 
was, however, one series of samples on which results had not 
at firnt time been received. These were the series of chip samples 
taken continuously along a rock trench that was run at right angles 
to the strike of the dyke in the vicinity of the main showings 
with the object of testing the grade of the diabase as a whole in 
this vicinity. While it was nov *xpected that this material 
would make ore it was felt that we should know the uranium content 
of the dyke apart from the shears containing visible pitchblende. 
It was found that all the material carried some* uranium but, as 

was expected in quantitied to small to be recovered except 
where the trench cut uranium bearing shears. The total length 
of the trench sampled was 52 feet. The three sections that were 
of interest have the following assays -5.95# over 0.4 feet, 3.6jt 
over 5 feet ar.d Q .59% over 5 feet.

From these resultc it is clear that the ore will have to 
be mined selectively and that it would not be possible ~o carry 
out any large scale operation underwhich the entire tock mass 
containing the mineralized shears was broken and treated.



It was mentioned in previous reports that a shipment 
consisting of several bulk samples and amounting to 2-1/2 tons 
was shipped to the Bureau of Mines Testing Laboratories, Ottawa. 
A comprehensive series of all mill tests have been carried out 
by Mr.L.J. Lichty on this material and a complete report on this 
work has just been received. While it is not possible to include 
in the present summary more than a bare outline of the results of 
this work, Mr.Lichty's conclusions may be summarizes as follows:-

(1) The ore from Ranwick Urrr.l-m mines Ltd. contains 
recoverable quantities of uranium as pitchblende.

(2) The pitchblende can be concentrated into a salable
form by gravity concentration methods,. The concentrate 
will contain minor amounts oflead, copper, gold silver 
and selenium.

(3) When an ore free from surface oxidation is treated, 
a recovery of at .least 80/6 of the contained uranium 
is indicated.

(4) A tentative mill flow sheet has been proposed.

The combined jig and table concentrates were sampled and 
gave the following assay:-

UraniuM Oxide IS.2%
Gold .02 ozs./ton
Silver 1.20 oz./ton
Lead 5.2J&
Copper 1.5#
Iron V7.5*
Sulpher Trace
Selenium 1-565&

Work at the property under the direction of Mr.J.F.MacDonald 
has consisted in the necessary preparations for carrying out 
underground work by means of an a^.it. This work has been carried 
out under considerable difficulties due to the unusually heavy 
snow* and the fact that the road connecting the property with 
the end of the highway is barely passable under bad weather 
conditions.

con'd...
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An extra bunkhouse. ah? been- built to accoaodate the additional 
crew required for underground work so that we now have tw bunk 
houses and an office. A. pump house and compressor house have 
also been constructed.

Underground equipment at the property, mainly on rent, 
consists of two compressors, a mucking machine, air receiver, rails, 
cars and drills. A water tank on a 12 foot tower has been erected 
300 feet from the portal of the adit.

The portal was prepared close to what was known as the "Creek. 
Showing" between 600 and 900 feet southeast of the main showing on
which most of the surface work has been done. The portal required 
an open cut kU feet long, 14 feet wide and 15 feet deep. Drifting 
has now been started and as of March 20th was In about 40 feet.
Due to the small amount of rock above the adit at its start, bad 
ground was encountered in the back and timbering has been required 
over this section.

It is hoped, now that the slow work of preparation has been 
completed and the worst of the winter passed, that drifting may 
now progress at a satisfactory speed.

Duncan R. Derry.

Vice-President. 
Ranwick Uranium Mines Limited,
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